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The Adventures And Memoirs Of
Mari Henry, a business professional with a master's degree in international business who lives in Dallas, Texas with her husband and two dogs that ...
Author Mari Henry's new book "Is Hawg Hunting a Saturday Night Date?" is an entertaining collection of lighthearted hunting and dating tales
I took this as an omen and decided to set down my memoirs, originally thinking they might be of interest to my grandchildren," John Burgess states. After several years and 1500 pages of data ...
Memoir tells the story and adventures of one man during the 50s and the 60s
A memoir-in-essays, Pop Song is at its most satisfying when the author assembles an arsenal of visual artists to express the ineffable.
Resonant Adventures in Art and Intimacy From Larissa Pham
In a stunning, vulnerable memoir-in-essays, author Larissa Pham explains and explores her desire to connect—with people, with places, and even ...
Larissa Pham Lets Readers Known They're Not Alone With Her Memoir-Style Essays in "Pop Song: Adventures in Art and Intimacy"
An unpublished memoir by one of our History alumni has delighted her grandchildren and given the Alumni office a treat. This is Sheila's story of her time at Otago from 1949 - 51.
Sheila Langridge: Otago and other adventures
Adam McPhail is a senior at Mayo High School. Send comments on teen columns to Jeff Pieters, jpieters@postbulletin.com.
Adam McPhail: Where are the teenage storytellers?
Broom deftly weaves together personal history (she is the youngest of 12 children), the meaning of home, and the larger story of New Orleans in this revealing and poignant memoir. Her mesmerizing ...
35 Memoirs Everyone Should Read
One Man’s Journey that will Inspire You to Live Your Travel Adventures Paperback by Chris Herrmann Reading this entertaining travel memoir, y ...
The Youthful Art of Midlife Travel: One Man’s Journey that will Inspire You to Live Your Travel
Tougias has recalled the adventures and conflicts that forged enduring bonds with the natural world and own family in a moving memoir of life's beauty and fragility. Now the best-selling author ...
Outdoors author Michael J. Tougias turns inward for new memoir, 'The Waters Between Us"
May is blooming with brand-new reads with a little something for everyone. Love a celebrity memoir? Get a peek inside the minds of Brat Packer Andrew McCarthy, TV star Julianna Margulies and comedic ...
22 of the most anticipated new books to read this May
With her father's sharp memory and years of notes, Nelson wrote Kelly's memoir, The Adventures of Seabee Bill Reflections of a Navy Seabee in the South Pacific. The family is planning to donate a ...
WWII veteran who survived COVID-19 publishes memoir
We met, however, on less stately business. We had commissioned a comedy script calledStitches, about the adventures of some young interns and nurses. The humour was to be basic. (“Nurse! I said to ...
You're Not Dead Until You're Forgotten: A Memoir
A new TV adaptation of Paul Theroux’s novel takes the bones of the story and makes it an addled action-thriller ...
In praise of eccentric dads: Welcome to The Mosquito Coast
Events in the Life of Phillip Tapsell is a global series of adventures that features a ‘who’s who’ of the nineteenth century including Napoleon Bonaparte, Horatio Nelson and Hongi Hika, with dramatic ...
Memoir Reveals Adventurous Life Of Dane With More Than 3000 New Zealand Descendants
Actor Seth Rogen brings the laughs in "Yearbook," a collection of essays and stories, while Billie Eilish opens up with a personal photo album.
5 books not to miss: Seth Rogen brings the laughs in ‘Yearbook,’ Billie Eilish opens up
Crazy for the Storm: A Memoir of Survival by Norman Ollestad ... [$10.99; amazon.com] Get it ‘A Hedonist in the Cellar: Adventures in Wine’ by Jay McInerney Courtesy Image 15.
20 Books Every Man Should Read in His Lifetime
To celebrate Lesbian Visibility Week we've compiled a list of essential reads from lesbian authors including memoirs, novels and essays.
Lesbian Visibility Week: 12 essential books you need to read including memoirs, YA fiction and classic novels
World-renowned artist and conservationist Dr. Guy Harvey will debut his new memoir titled “Guy Harvey’s Underwater World” to guests at Busch Gardens Tampa Bay.
Guy Harvey to meet guests and debut new memoir at Busch Gardens
The story revolves around the adventures of a boy who visits the hill ... while having to make some tough choices. In her memoir, global icon Priyanka Chopra talks about her struggles, lessons ...
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